How to Label and Mix an Excyte ESR Vacuum Tube

This document provides instruction on how to label and mix an Excyte ESR vacuum tube.

Specimens must be labeled at the patient bedside immediately after collection. This will help prevent mislabeling of specimens with the wrong patient information.

A properly labeled specimen contains the following information:
- Full First and Last Name
- PHN/ULI
- Collection Date and Time
- Your Initials

Acceptable Label Placement on Excyte® ESR Vacuum Tube

Label begins just under top of tube
Fill lines are visible
Blood in bottom of tube is visible
Flagging the label is acceptable for Excyte® ESR Vacuum Tubes ONLY

Mix the tube with gentle inversions 10 times. Ensure the blood flows to the top and bottom with each inversion.

Contact Information
University of Alberta Hospital Client Response: 780-407-7484.